'CYCLE ROAD TEST

MOTO GUZZI1000 SP
• WHERE DO THE EUROPEAN STREET BIKE

companies stand after a decade of bigbore interference from the Oriental motor
cycling empire? BSA is history. Norton is
gone and never will return as a major
manufacturer. Triumph is the sole British
survivor. MV Agusta hasn't built a motor
cycle for some time. Beneili, BMW.
Ducati, Laverda, and Moto Guzzi have
continued to refine their traditional de
signs. Laverda, Ducati and Beneili have
even borrowed some components or
ideas from the Japanese.
Meanwhile. Japan, Inc. rolls forward
developing new and "better” products
each and every year. Witness the GL1000
and KZ1300. the Suzuki Rotary and the
XS11. Oriental companies appear to
change engine and chassis designs in the
wink of an eye, but not the Europeans.
Because the Japanese seem to bounce
up the steps on an up-escalator, the Euro
peans by comparison appear to be almost
stationary—though that's not true in every
case. How do the older concepts work,
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Take an age-old
V-twin. Put it in a
Sport frame, add
modern electrics
and styling. What
do you get?
An alluring
sport-tourer.
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HOTO CUZZISP TEST
after a decade and more of design “stag
nation," in comparison to the latest Jap
anese offerings?
Take the Moto Guzzi 1000 SP. It still
looks like a Guzzi, although cosmetically
it’s progressively different. Sure, there’s
the V-twin engine that's been a recog
nized Guzzi trademark for well over a
decade. But other than power train basics
you’d be hard-pressed to find pieces from
the old Moto Guzzi 700 Ambassador of
1965. The SP has a fairing, cast wheels,
an injection-molded front fender, flatblack paint and a dizzying assortment of
flashers and lights on the instrument
panel. And it’s nicely finished overall. The
quality of painted surfaces is good except
for the frame; it’s rough and dull.
Climb aboard and rock the SP off its
centerstand. The sprung weight settles on
the suspension. The seat is 30.6 inches
off the ground; you have the impression
that you’re not straddling a monster of a
motorcycle, and that impression is cor
rect. Despite an engine displacement of
nearly one liter, the bike is compact. Brim
ming with fuel, it weighs 554 pounds,
putting it out of the featherweight class
but far short of 700-pound behemoths.
Take the controls. The seating position
is sporting and natural. You lean forward
to the low-rise handlebar. You don't
straight-arm the bar in clip-on fashion;
rather, your arms bend at the elbows, and
wrists support a comfortable amount of
torso weight. Turn on both gas taps,
switch on the ignition key and press the
starter button. The V-twin rocks to life, its
hollow intake roar drowning out the ex
haust note. You can flick off the choke
almost at once.
When revved, the engine's torque reac
tion twitches the bike to the right. Drop the
Guzzi silently into gear, let out the smooth,
smooth clutch and you're off. Accelerat
ing through the gears, you notice the
engine’s intake noise and power pulses.
This torque pulsing is lateral, and not fully
resolved into the chassis. The engine
chugs noticeably side-to-side under
heavy load, smooths out in a cruising
mode, and disappears altogether during
deceleration.
Gear changes are positive if you're de
liberate with the shift lever. The engine's
inertia and the drive-shaft torque reaction
combine to cause the bike to leap up and
forward when the rider drops the clutch
home. Run the engine into its high-rpm
range and you'll discover that the five-toseven peakiness—characteristic of Moto
Guzzi's old 750 Sport—is happily gone.
The SP in its emission-approved form—
with 30-millimeter square slide carbure
tors—has a broad, fluid powerband with
no steep rises. The bike flows right along
while the engine reaches for its yellowlined 7000 rpm range. Redline comes up
at 8000.
The Moto Guzzi engine is not exactly a
APRIL 1979

Pseudo-alligator skin dashboard houses a (ach. optimistic speedo. exact clock, voltmeter and indicators.

Not rain nor bugs nor cold can get past the matched
fiberglass leg fairings. Flat black paint abounds.
A 100/90 H 18 Metzeler surrounds an alloy wheel, cast
iron rotors. 5.6-inch-travel fork and Brembo calipers.

Everything's angular—including the saddle, taillamp, reflectors, wheel spokes and seamed mufflers.
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modern-day technical marvel. It has two
cylinders, four valves, one camshaft, and
won’t turn 9500 rpm. On the other hand, the
engine has no chains to adjust and no
balancers to complicate the works. The unit
is simple, smooth and understressed. The
Moto Guzzi engine goes about its business
Removing the SP's pop-off sidecovers reveals great
amounts of wiring. On the right: a master cylinder.

with unhurried nonchalance. It lopes along;
there’s none of that mechanical busyness
with which Japanese multi-cylinder bikes
proceed. The Guzzi’s unhurried sounds
belie the speeds at which you can cover
ground.
The sounds may be relaxed—but your
right wrist won’t be. A strong hand is
required to rotate the twist grip, and it
must turn a considerable distance: almost
half a revolution from start to finish. As the
carburetor slides are pulled open their
very strong springs compress, making it
increasingly difficult to open the throttles.
The square slide Dell’Ortos have used stiff
slide springs since their introduction; this
evidently permanent design feature really
stands out now that almost every road
cruiser has soft and easy twistgrip action.
Moto Guzzi does not use any kind of
mechanical counterbalancer in the throt
tle system, so your wrist gets no help
outside a twistgrip friction-screw. This ad
justable knurled cruise-control screw on
the throttle drum housing binds against
the drum and reduces the effort required
by the rider to hold the throttle open.
Nevertheless, thumb-screw technology
deals with consequences—not causes.
Guzzi should cure the problem at its
source.
Lean the Guzzi into some corners.
There’s plenty of ground clearance, al
though you may first drag the footpegs
and then the undercarriage if you’re in a

wander or track poorly in the turns but is
precise and responds well to rider input.
This motorcycle transmits a different
feeling to its rider than do many big Jap
anese road bikes. The seating position is
lower, so you feel a part of the bike: you’re
riding in rather than on it. All the compo
nents work in harmony. You sense you’re
riding a complete unit rather than a colA trio of not-quites: small, floppy mirrors: tur
bulence-causing windscreen: so-so sealed beam light.

You can adjust the shift lever height by turning
this threaded rod. Heel plate protects muffler.

The basically inimical sidestand absolutely swings
out of the way as soon as weight's taken off of it.
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big hurry. A light-duty hydraulic steering
damper is fitted to cut down certain frontend oscillations, but the SP doesn’t need
one. Throw the 1000 into some corners.
The firm suspension holds it stable. The
low center of gravity, excellent steering
geometry and good cornering clearance
help make the Guzzi a real friend. Leftright-left-right corner combinations are di
rectly in its line of work. The M-G doesn’t

lection of pieces that happen to be bolted
together. The firm suspension conveys
details of the road surface, so the rider
maintains contact with the tires.
The Pirelli MT18 tires hold nicely and
offer good road feel. These tires, 100/90
H front and 110/90 H rear, have an excel
lent reputation—they are used frequently
in box-stock or production racing classes
which do not permit racing tires. The
CYCLE

Cast-aluminum shock spring adjusters are pretty, but
hard to reach and difficult to turn with stock tool.

Servicing the Marelli distributor's dual-ignition
contacts requires removal of the Guzzi's gas tank.

One of two three-way fuel taps; an intake manifold
plug; a choke lever; a square-slide Dell’Orto carb.

MT18 tire has harder rubber in its center
and a softer compound on the sidewall,
producing longer straight-up mileage
than would be otherwise possible while
putting a big, soft footprint on the road in a
cornering attitude. The Pirellis are much
stickier than the Metzelers found on some
earlier Guzzis.
This Guzzi is not going to test the outer
speed limits of the MT18s, which are rated
for a sustained 130 mph. It doesn't have
the horsepower or the buzz-saw power
pulses of a big four. The 90-degree Italian
twin fires in a staggered boom-boom—
pooka-pooka fashion, whereas a big four
presses the rear tire without interruption.

The seating position is right for corner
ing; you don’t need to move all over the
saddle. Stay directly in the center and
you’ll be fine. The high, unusually mount
ed footpegs give your feet plenty of clear
ance in the turns. Rotating the shocks’
preload cams and compressing the
springs will give the SP more ground
clearance and somewhat reduce the dis
tance the rear suspension compresses
when the rider rolls off the throttle. The
1000 doesn’t make you apprehensive if
you open or shut the throttle in a corner,
as do many shaft-driven bikes. The firm
suspension limits this movement; the bike
does not generate unsettling shifts in cor-

nering attitudes.
All Moto Guzzis have the patented “In
tegral Braking System." The hand brake
lever works only the right-front disc cal
iper, and the foot pedal activates the rear
caliper and the left-front caliper. The footbrake lever is linked to a sort of propor
tioning valve that controls the braking
force exerted at the front and rear discs.
The proportioning action is always con
stant; as you brake harder and the total
braking force rises within the integrated
system, the valve does not shift an in
creasing proportion of the braking pres
sure to the front disc and drop the
pressure relatively at the rear disc. The

With the seat and tank removed, it becomes evident
how low-slung the SP really is. Most of the frame
tubes are straight—to give the chassis rigidity.

Horn button and all lighting switches are somewhat
inconveniently located on the left handlebar end.

It's the old hydraulic-steering-damper-beneath-thegas-tank trick; but the Motor Guzzi doesn't need it.

Since the manual-gearbox SP doesn 't need a parking
brake, this Convert Automatic bracket goes unused.

HOTO GUZZI SP TEST

handlebar assembly twists to the left.
When using the left-front, it twists to the
right. Though initially alarming, this phe
nomenon appears to be harmless.
The SP only displays two other han
dling quirks. In the low hundred-and-teen
mph speed range it starts a straight-line
wallow, just enough to make you tighten
your grip on the handlebar. And while
being vigorously braked and downshifted,
the back end gets a little squirrelly and
uncertain. The speed wobble may be a
result of drive-line forces; several other
shaft-driven bikes exhibit this high-speed
phenomenon. The braking instability can

be from a combination of the above and
steering sensitivity caused by weight
transfer and the accompanying rake and
trail alterations.
Both frontal and leg fairings are stan
dard on the 1000 SP. The frontal windcutter is smaller than a traditional touring
fairing but still breaks air for the rider. All
but exceptionally short riders look over
the windscreen, not through it. Guzzi de
signed the windscreen with an upturned
trailing edge, and this ducktail causes
turbulence around the rider's head. If you
tuck down or sit up a bit you can move
your head almost completely out of the

safety system works well; extreme pedal
pressure is required to slide the rear tire
along the pavement, and the rear tire will
break traction before the front. In fact, we
couldn’t skid the front tire at all by using
just the foot system.
It’s tempting to ignore the front brake
lever completely, so effortless are "rear”
pedal stops. In tight traffic situations it’s
nice to be able to use your right hand for
controlling the throttle grip and delegate
the braking chores to your right foot.
When using the right-front caliper, the
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buffeting. The fairing wraps around to the
sides enough to cover the rider’s hands, a
terrific feature on cold or rainy days.
If you’re about five-nine or taller, your
knees will bump against rubber blocks
intended to keep your knees off the back
sides of the cylinder heads. On the SP
these kneepads mount to the leg fairings.
On long rides you might find a need to
shift positions, but there really isn’t any
where to shift to on the SP. Putting your
feet on the rear pegs will still get you
bumped knees, and the rear pegs are
even higher than the front ones. The knee
problem is something that Guzzi has
solved as well as it can without a major
redesign of the whole motorcycle or some
of its major components. Any buyer
should consider personal fit and feel on a
motorcycle; this is especially true of the
Moto Guzzi 1000 SP. We're told Guzzi is
installing smaller kneepads, re-positioned
footpegs and a slightly-higher handlebar
on later-production SPs.
Thinly-padded as it seems, the seat
won’t be much of a bother. It's comfort

able, and the suspension does such a
good job of intercepting road bumps that
there won’t be many excuses for stop
ping. There’s no objectionable vibration at
cruising speeds.
Most riders will find they can ride the

Make and model................................... Moto Guzzi 1000 SP
Price, suggested retail.................................................... $3995
PERFORMANCE
Standing start 'A-mile
14.29 sec. @ 91.00 mph
Engine rpm @ 60 mph, top gear....................................3558
Average fuel consumption rate
16.6 km/1 (39.0 mpg)
Cruising range, main/reserve
348.6/66.4 km
(214.5/42.9 miles)
Load capacity (GVWR less curb
weight)......................................................166.0 kg (366 lbs.)
Maximum speed in gears @ engine redline........(1) 50.6,
(2) 72.9, (3) 96.6, (4) 116.4, (5) 134.8
ENGINE
Type
Four-stroke, OHV pushrod 90° V-twin
Bore and stroke ............... 88.0 x 78.0mm (3.46 x 3.07 in.)
Piston displacement
948.8cc (57.9 cu. in.)
Compression ratio ............................................................. 9.2:1
Carburetion
(2) 30mm square-slide Dell’Orto
Exhaust system ...............................Twin-pipe, twin-muffler
with connecting crossover pipe
Ignition
............................... Battery and coil
Air filtration
...........................Dry paper
Oil filtration ..Metal screen and disposable paper element
Oil capacity (engine)
3 liters (3.2 qts.)
Oil capacity (gearbox)
0.75 liters (0.79 qts.)
TRANSMISSION
Type .............................................Five-speed, constant mesh
Primary drive................... Straight-cut gears, 17/21, 1.24:1
Final drive..... Shaft and helical-bevel gears, 7/33, 4.71:1
Gear ratios, overall................... (1) 11.64, (2) 8.08, (3) 6.10,
(4) 5.06, (5) 4.37
CHASSIS
Type
210

1000 SP non-stop for well in excess of 200
miles. The Moto Guzzi averaged 39.0
miles per gallon gallon during our test, so
its 6.6-gallon steel tank will supply it with
fuel for about 257 miles, including the
one-gallon reserve.

Wheelbase ................................................. 1470mm (58.0 in.)
Brake, front
Hydraulic, two 300mm (11.81 in.)
discs with dual-piston calipers
rear
Hydraulic, one 242mm (9.53 in.)
disc with dual-piston caliper
Wheel, front ........................ Cast, 12-spoke, 2.15 x 18 in.
rear
Cast, 12-spoke, 2.15 x 18 in.
Tire, front
100/90 H 18 Pirelli MT 18
rear........................................ 110/90 H 18 Pirelli Mt 18
Seat height.................................................. 778mm (30.6 in.)
Ground clearance...........................................184mm (7.3 in.)
Fuel capacity, main/reserve
21.0/4.0 liters (5.5/1.1 gal.)
Curb weight, full tank............................... 251.2 kg (554 lbs.)
Test weight................................................. 327.4 kg (722 lbs.)
ELECTRICAL
Power source
Alternator, 200 watts
Charge control.............................................Voltage regulator
Headlight beams, high/low............................... 45/40 watts
Tail/stop lights................................ Twin bulbs, 5/21 watts
Battery...........................................................................12V 32AH
INSTRUMENTS
Includes................... Tachometer, speedometer, odometer
tripmeter, clock, voltmeter. Indicators
for turn signals, neutral, battery,
oil, brake fluid, high beam, lights.
Speedometer error, 30 mph indicated, actual ....... 26.50
60 mph indicated, actual
54.61
CUSTOMER SERVICE CONTACT
Customer Service Department
Premier Motor Corp.
Hasbrouck Heights, N.J. 07604
(201) 288-9696

Dual-downtube, full cradle
CYCLE
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Twin Dell’Ortos feed the 88.0 x 78.0mm
bore and stroke engine, which opens its
valves through pushrods and rocker
arms. Fresh air is supplied through a dry
paper filter. The SP has a blow-by tube
that vents crankcase fumes into the intake
air box, which in turn has a drip-line for
letting out the condensed oil vapor. We're
happy to see that Guzzi at last is fitting a
real air filtration system. In years past not
all touring Guzzis had air filters; ones built
on the old 750 Ambassador V850 El
dorado chassis had filters, but the Guzzi
for Cycle's Touring test (Aug. ’75) had the
late-style ‘'Sport" chassis. There the car
buretor bells opened into an empty rubber
boot that almost touched the crankcases
in the area between the carbs. The SP
utilizes the same space, but now there’s a
filter. It's a Good Thing, too—the Guzzi
has chrome-plated aluminum bores.
A dual-point distributor is driven by the
camshaft, and it is virtually impossible to
reach without removing the gas tank. With
a calculated compression ratio of 9.2:1,
the Guzzi runs happily on premium and

some regular gasolines.
The 90-degree V-twin’s connecting
rods share a common crankshaft throw
and ride on plain bearings. Housed at the

front of the crankcases is the Guzzi’s 200watt alternator. Both its housing and the
oil sump cover are finned, cast aluminum.

(Continued on page 216)

H0T0 GUZZI UI000G5: Sheep In Sheep's Clothing
• When is a 1000 SP not a 1000 SP? Well,

for starters, when it's a Moto Guzzi V
1000 G5. This tag identifies the touring
version, pure and simple, of the one-liter
pushrod V-twin. The SP and G5 are
virtual mechanical twins, dressed differ
ently. Both models have the same en
gine, transmission and drive-train
components. And you'll find that both
the road-sports and pure-touring Guzzis
have identical frames, except for minor
variations in mounting bracketry for igni
tion coils, etc.
Ditto for the front fork. Though the G5
hangs its calipers out front and the SP
1000 has trailing units, the fork leg cast
ings are the same. Perhaps Moto Guzzi
wanted to make the two bikes as differ
ent as possible. There are two curious
things about this leg reversal: On the SP,
the fork oil drain plugs are situated at the
leading edges of the fork legs, making
drainage a messy chore. The GS’s rear
ward-facing drain-holes are handier.
And the G5's handbrake lever activates
its left, not right-front caliper.
The G5's front fork felt softer than the
SP’s so we suspect the G5 has softer
springs. One thing is for sure: the G5
porpoised over rough roads at high
speeds, while the SP didn’t suffer a
similar loss of composure. The SP and
G5 shocks appear identical, but the G5
has softer primary spring windings.
Once you get beyond the hardcore
mechanicals, the G5 and the 1000 SP
really go their separate ways. Wire
spokes and alloy rims grace the G5, and
the SP has fancy cast alloy wheels. You
might expect the G5 tourer to have ultra212

high-mileage hard-rubber tires, but hap
pily Moto Guzzi has mounted the same
excellent H-rated MT18 Pirellis on both.
The rider assumes a far different rid
ing position on the G5. Its higher han
dlebar positions the rider's torso in a
more upright attitude, and the vertical
distance between the top of the saddle
and the footpegs is five inches greater.
The touring-version never asks the rider
to fold his legs back in deep-knee-bend
fashion, and riders with 30-inch inseams
or over-30 joints will appreciate that fact.
Furthermore, the G5 footpegs, relative
to their placement on the frame, are

three full inches forward of the SP pegs.
The G5 footpegs will ground more easily
than those on the SP because the
tourer’s pegs are two inches lower.
Tall staffers thought the seat was high
up relative to the handlebars, making
them feel as if they were riding high atop
the bike and reaching down for the bars.
On the positive side, there's no kneefouling the skimpily-padded cylinder
heads.
The softer touring seat is more spa
cious, elaborate and deeply padded
than the perch found on the SP. The G5
(Continued on page 232)
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Hot & Easy*

That’s just the start. Because DYNA 3 replaces
your points and condenser with Hall Effect
Magnetic Sensors, your bike runs tune-up fresh,
and with more power, for good. Unlike points.
ELECTRONIC
IGNITIONS

ixlAX

or some other trigger systems, DYNA 3
cant be degraded or affected in any way
by poor crankcase seals, grease, dirt, or oil
build-up.
Because the vital electrical components are
over-designed and then Isolated from engine
vibration and high temperature heat cycling,
DYNA 3 systems nave high statistical
and historical life spans.
There’s much more Write today to get full
information on exactty how and why your
mileage, plug life, power, performance and
peace of mind can be increased. If you
already know, pick one up from your
dealer today. $98.50 complete.
BIKES WE FIT: BMW. Harley-Davidson, Honda,
Kawasaki, Moto-Guzzi, Suzuki & Yamaha.

* Hot Spark, Easy Installation
-ifs the ideal ignition system.
mtg. by K.V. Products 1062 E. Cypress St.
Covina, Calif. 91724 e 213: 331-6202

TOLL-FREE
TOURING ACCESSORIES

1 800 426-2783
-

-

Including ALASKA & HAWAII
Call us today, we’ve got everything for

BOSCH QUARTZ HEADLAMPS
Designed for motorcycle use. A
difference of up to 100% more
visibility than regular headlamps.
7 Inch model .
$26.45
5!i Inch model ... Hello .
$26.45
6''/«inch model
$ 26.45
REPLACEMENT QUARTZ BULB
H-4 bulb. 50-65 watts
$11.95
H-4 bulb. 70-75 watts
$17.95

comfort and performance
on the road.
VETTER
CYCLE KAMP
CALAFIA
S&W
LOCKHART
Superex
AVON
MCM
... & a whole lot more.
New Products from the
Leatherworks

THE DA11000 UNTOUCHABLE
ALARM SYSTEM
The DAJ Alarm System Is tamper
proof and not visible to potential
the'ives. Mounts under seat
Motorcycle can be parked at
any angle
$54.95

AVON ROADRUNNERS STICK UKE
GLUE AND WEAR LIKE IRON.
The Avon Roadtunner Isa high speed,
high mileage lyre It's unique soft rubber
compound clings to the rood while
outlasting most other high speed tyres.
Ws think It's the best available tor the
touring rider.
510x16
$53.95 410x18
$52.50
510x17
$70.95 360)rt9
$46.95
360x18
$44.95 410x19..
$52.50
410x18
$52.50 Tubes to
425x18
$53.25 Match
$10.95

STASH BAG BY LEATHERWORKS
Heavy duty brass rivets. All Leather
construction and a fully adjustable
strap and velcro closures. 9"x6"x3' '
Black or brown with "Harley. Honda,
Yamaha. Kawasaki, triumph” or
lust plain
415.91
SUPER DELUX BIKER WALLET
5 pockets. 6 windows, full designed
wing flap, tull license holder. Latlgo
leather construction. Several styles
to choose tram. Black or brown- with
Hartey. Honda. Kawasaki. Yamaha.
Triumph, "Live to Ride” or just
plain.
$16.50

ECUPSE TANK BAG
100% weather resistant ccrdura 3
compartments and 2-woy zippers
Attaches via four Velcro straps Rea.
blue and black
$49.95

HELMATE SPEAKER KIT
Comoiete ki* adopts to any radio,
tapecseve' :• :
•
$12.95
HELMATE TWO-UP KIT
Add this kit to your Helmote soeaker
kit and both you and your
passenger CC' -s’e$5.95

SUPEREX CB PRODUCTS
Motorcycle CB Adapter &
Helmet Set
All the components necessary to
adapt most mobile CB’s for
motorcycle use Consists ot safety
boom mike, ear speaker
push-to-talk button, remote speaker
plug and mike coble.
$42.95
CB Adaptor also available with
button mike for use with fun fa^chelmet
Motorcycle Intercom Set
Electronically Amplified system for
er to rider communication,
e with two boom mikes.
kef

ROAD TOURING CATALOG
"n.-s is the largest selection of touring
gear avauobfe from one source Order
ieus today t?v phone, the call is on us.
$3.00
STADIUM GOGGLES
Fully adjustable and well ventilated
we've tested

$19.95

,h^et.

DeiierAveN Seattle WA 98109
(206)285-2660

On Pre-Paid Orders
Dealer inquiries fruited

$10.95

“FLYERS” CAP
Thick leather construction, hned with
nylon Brown or black, with or
without HO wings. Specify size. SM.
MED. LG. Ot XLG
101 oioin block
$17.95
102 Plain brown
$17.95
103 Wings and black
$19.95
$19.95
104 Wings and brown

Money back guaranteed!

Free Freight

S

$98.95
Motorcycle Intercom and CB
Adapter
Unique circuitry provides intercom
capability using CB In PA mode and
adapts most CB's for motorcycle
use. Consists of amplifier box with
gain control and mode switch.
Push-to-talk switch with handlebar
clamp Two boom mike, internal
velcro mounted speakers Also
available with button mikes for full
face hel.rnel
$98.95

BOTA WINE BAGS BY
LEATHERWORKS
We've found the thick leather
constrution ot the Soda Wine Bag to
be the most suitable for the touring
nder Available in brown and blocs
with: Hailey, Honda. "Live to Ride"'
or just plain
$16.98

MOTO GUZZI SP Continued from page 212
The alternator is shrouded in front by a
plastic cover. Three quarts of engine oil
are filtered by a screen and paper filter.
These are mounted inside the sump; to
change them you must remove 14 bolts.
From the rear end of the crankshaft,
power is transmitted through a two-plate
dry clutch and into the transmission
which turns on ball, roller and needle
bearings. The overall ratios are widely
spaced, taking advantage of the engine's
broad powerband. At an actual 60 miles
per hour in top gear, the 1000 is only
turning 3845 rpm. For additional driveline
smoothness and longevity, a spring-ramp
cush-drive mechanism is mounted on the
nose of a power takeoff shaft, which cogs
into the transmission's output gear.
Occasionally our test bike’s gear selec
tor mechanism did not re-engage directly
after a downshift; subsequently the next
downshift could not be made until the
lever and mechanism were re-indexed by
foot. The separately lubricated gearbox
shifts most smoothly if the engine and
gearshaft speeds are matched. We
missed no shifts during our test, although
neutrals can be found next to every gear.
The center-axle telescopic front fork
has internal springs and is oil-damped.
Even though firmly calibrated, the front
fork offers excellent ride quality except
over stretches of very rough pavement,
where all its 5.6-inch travel is used up. The
rear shock absorbers’ three-way preload
is adjustable, although not conveniently
so. It’s best to gain access room by set
tling the SP on its suspension before
turning the adjusting rings; otherwise, the
mufflers get in the way. The shocks’
damping and springing match up nicely
with the front forks'. They allow the rear
axle to move 3.8 inches.
Identical 12-spoke, 2.15 x 18-inch cast
alloy wheels are used at both ends of the
1000 SP. The discs bolt directly to the
wheels. All three brake rotors are cast
iron; they rust with a whisper of moisture.
Although a few brake applications will
scrape off the minor oxidation, you’ll see
traces of rust in those areas not wiped by
the pads. Stainless steel discs may be
niftier looking but cast iron rotors offer a
superior coefficient of friction, radiate
heat better and resist squeaking.
The Guzzi has a large array of instru
ments and indicator lights. Included are a
speedometer, odometer, tripmeter, ta
chometer, voltmeter and clock. The clock
is an electric quartz unit and keeps accu
rate time. Indicator lights warn the opera
tor of flashing turn signals, neutral,
generator failure, low oil pressure, low
brake fluid level in the rear /front master
cylinder, high beam and running lights.
The rider is always forewarned, if not
always aware of the message.
The warning lights are hard to discern
in bright daylight but easily seen at night.
The turn signal indicators are a bit of a
paradox. In daylight, the rider may need
CYCLE

indicator lights because he can't see light
from the actual turn signals. Only at night,
when the turn signals are visible, can he
see the indicators!
An ordinary 45/50 watt twin-filament
sealed-beam headlamp mounts in the
front of the fairing. Inside the rectangular
taillight lens are two dual-filament tail and
brake-light bulbs. It’s reasonable to ex
pect that large touring or sports-touring
motorcycles like the Guzzi will get greater
firepower up front before long—now that
the legal way is open to fit quartz-iodine
headlights as standard equipment.
The Guzzi's handlebar switches are a
mixed blessing. Although they’ve come a
long way from the Italian switches of
yesteryear, they’re not perfect. The turn
signal switch is poorly placed, and its
detent is so weak that with thick gloves,
locating its center position becomes a
guessing game. The horn and low beam
flasher utilize a common rocker switch
which has the horn contact on the inside,
away from the rider’s thumb. The horn
button should be in a more convenient
spot. Though the rider may fumble for the
horn button, he’ll know when he’s made
contact. Guzzi includes dual horns suit
able for moving cattle and large trucks out
of the way, and they’re reasonably loud
for all purposes but long-range tooting.
The horns are mounted under the steer
ing head.
Until we tightened the internal adjusting
bolts, the SP’s small mirrors appeared to
be little more than a bad joke. They mount
directly on the fairing and jiggle around,
usually aiming the rider’s gaze at the sky
or across the asphalt; and when tem
porarily adjusted the mirrors produced a
very limited field of view, half of which is
likely to be the rider’s arms. Even when
properly tightened and adjusted, the mir
rors are marginal for casual traffic-watch
ing and next to worthless for heavy
backside squad car surveillance.
The leg fairings fit snugly around the
engine bay and do a reasonable job of
keeping your legs out of the airstream. In
fact, on cold days they keep enough BTUs
in to warm your legs significantly. They
also hinder servicing the Guzzi engine;
the left-side oil dipstick is hard to get out.
Incorporated into the leg fairings are diveplanes which appear to direct air out and
around the rider's legs.
Access to a tool tray and the battery’s
top is obtained by hinging the seat back.
Once the seat is tilted, a convenient pivot
ing arm can be put down to keep it open.
An assortment of tools is provided, includ
ing those necessary to remove wheels or
adjust the shock absorber spring preload,
and a delightfully archaic-looking adjust
able wrench. Removing the squeaky steel
side panels reveals ignition coils on the
left, and fuses and the rear/front brake
master cylinder on the right.
Our test bike’s sidestand was nearly
more trouble than it was worth. You must

(Continued on page 224)
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SAVEMONEY!

SUPER DISCOUNTS ON FAMOUS BRAND

Check our unbelievably
low prices, then

order by phone - call

TIRES & ACCESSORIES

TOLL-FREE 1 -800-854-3110 today!

In Calif. 1-714-556 RIDE • BAC/VISA/M-Charge/Am-Exp credit card orders shipped same day.

CONTINENTAL K112 (R) & RB2 (F)

DUNLOP K91 MK II

The best high-performance and high-mileage
tire combination! * Indicates tubeless.

Kevlar belted superbike
street/touring tire for high
mileage . . .high speed. Use
with or without tube.

510S-16
450H-17
•450H-17
325H-18
400H-18
425/85H-T8

K112 $49.21
K112 48.61
K112 53.44
RB2
33.87
K112 45.87
K112 47.10

CONTINENTAL TUBES

’425/85H-18
510/80H-18
•510-80H-18
325H-19
350H-19
•350H-19

K112
K112
K112
RB2
RB2
RB2

$51.78
47.87
52.61
38.21
41.26
45.40

MT90-17 (510-17) $58.99
425/85VB-18
50.93
MT80-18 (510-18) 54.70
410V-19 RIBBED
43.66

- all sizes $8.96

DUNLOP K81 & K81 MK II

DUNLOP K190 & K88

Low profile street tire with exceptional grip and
stability. Use with or without tube.

New K190 MX and Enduro with ‘‘dimple"
blocks and rim saver. K88 for big bikes
— K88HT for hard surfaces.

•MT90-16 (510-16 MK II) $42.38 325-19 F6 RIB $31.89
450H-17A (K87 MK II) 33.74 360H-19
33.92
425/85H-18
40.48 410H-19
38.16
•510/18 MK II
44.18 *410H-19
-40.72
* With raised white letters
MK II RIB
— add $5.25 per tire.

MICHELIN M45
Excellent traction, cornering and stopping.
510/90V-17
350H-18
350V-18
400H-18

M48 $47.16 425/85V-18 M45
M45 40.19 350H-19
M45
M45 46.57 350V-19
M45
M45 37.95 325H-19
L27RIB

MICHELIN AIRST0P TUBES

— all sizes $4.89 ea. PZ 2 also available.

GOODYEAR EAGLE A/T & GTII

GT II

A/T
GT II
A/T
GT II

$38.85
43.13
29.49
34.97

450-18
450-18
325-19
350-19

Hon CB750 K & F. 69-79
Kaw KZ900/1000. 73-79
Suz GS750/1000. 78-/9
Yam XS1000. 78-79

4
4
4
4

8ASSANI
Hon XR75 73-78
Hon XL250 73-77
Yam RD 350/400. all

up or dn. blk
up or dn. blk
twin, blk

HOOKER
Hon ATC-90/110. 70-79
Hon CB750K. 69-76
Yam XS1/2/650. all
Yam XS7500, 2D. E

Hi-exit. blk
$39.09
4 into 1 chrome 134.13
2 into 1. chrome 91.49
3 into 1. chrome 135.03

into
into
into
into

1.
1.
1.
1.

chrome $169.95
chrome 169.95
chrome 169.95
chrome 169.95
$40.07
48.88
135.10

Partial listing only. If your bike is not
listed, write or phone toll free 1-800854-3110 for application and price.
Jardine exhausts also available.

GUARANTEE: All tires and tubes are
first quality merchandise. No seconds. No blems.
Tire prices include Fed. Exc. Tax. If you compare
prices, be sure freight. F.E.T. and sales tax are incl. in total price quoted. Prices in previous
ads no longer valid.
(c) Phantom Rider 1979

SPRINGS:

single rate $12.95
progressive (dual) rate $11.95

LOCKHART OIL COOLER KITS

WE ALSO SELL: • AMC0
RACKS/CASEGUARD5 •
LESTER MAG WHEELS •
HANG 2 TOURING SEATS
• SHOEI SADDLEBAGS/TRUNKS • GOODYEAR.
YOKOHAMA, CHENG
SHIN MX TIRES • SCOTT
GOGGLES • DRY RIDER
RAIN WEAR • AND
MUCH, MUCH MORE

KERKER

K88

rebuildable street and MX shocks
in 11V. 12V. 13". 13V lengths. $38.95

- all sizes $6 89

HIGH-PERFORMANCE EXHAUST SYSTEMS

K190

MULHOLLAND

A/T
$41.11
GT II
47.85
A/T
35.82
GT II RIB 41.64

A/T also available with Raised White Letters.,
tube-type or tubeless. Call for prices.

GOODYEAR TUBES

K190 $21.24
K88
34.58
K190 27.10
K190 31.76
K88 $37.08
K88HT 40.31
K190 25.30
K190 29.41

SHOCKS & SPRINGS-save up to 35%

Low profile — for street/touring. GT II has
bead-to-rim retention safety feature.
510-16
510-17
400-18
400-18

410-14
500-17
410-18
460-18
500-18
510-18
300-21
325-21

FOR PRICES AND YOUR

FREE
COPY OF OUR CATALOG
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-854-3110

RIDER WEAR

For superbikes — complete 700 cooler kit including
BP-180 thermostat for cold weather oil control In black
only H-D Sportster $85.65: K2650 $92.95: GS550/750
(uses 500 cooler) $83.95: GS1000 $95.95: XS 750
XS1100 $93.95. Partial listing only.

HI-P0INT BOOTS

MX/ENDURO - In top quality leather with stainless
steel shinguard and 5 quick-release straps Smooth MX
or rough (cleated) Enduro sole in half sizes 5 thru 13.
$86.00/pr
Note: As these boots run large — order1 ? size SMALL
ER than dress shoe.
STREET — Specially designed Kenny Roberts boots in
top quality leather. Padded gear shift points, non-slip
sole and large rear zipper with buckles In half sizes 5
thru 13 $63 95/pr
MX JERSEYS
Fully cut. top quality, stylish vented 100% nylon
jerseys in team colors with cycle name across chest
and on sleeves.
Available for: Bui. Can-Am/Hon/Husq/Kaw/Yam.
and plain (no name) In adult sizes: XS, S. M, L. XL
$10.95

BELL HELMETS —SAVE UP TO 15%

NYLON MX PANTS

R-T (Road/Trail) Blk. whi. org. red. blu
•Magnum II Blk. whi org. yel. sil
•Star II Blk. whi. org. yel
Moto III Yel. whi. red
•SNELL 75 — AMA approved

Made ol strong nylon, these pants otter maximum
protection with plastic knee cups (removable) and thick
padding at hips. Reinforced seat In black w/yel stripe,
blue w/yel stripe, red w/blk stripe. Specify waist size:
28. 30. 32. 34. 36 o> 38' $38.65/pr.

SHIPPING CHARGES
must be added to all prices
Minimum order Waal of MidEast ol
Recklu Waat
is $10.00.
Miss.
2.85
2.00
3.35
Front tires
4.15
4.95
Rear tires
2.85
3.25
3.75
Shocks, springs 2.25
5.25
6.75
Exhausts
3.60
2.85
3.35
2.00
Boots
1.85
2.25
1.50
Helmets/pants
1.30
All others
1.00
1.75
AK. HI. PR, CZ. APO/FPO customers, use
3rd col Freight rates to Canada, add S3 to
amounts shown in 3rd col. All orders
shipped fully insured For COD orders, add
SI 25 COO fee to freight charges No CODs
to APO/FPO or Canada addresses.
Canadian and overseas catalog requests
— send USS2 for airmail postage.

'J PHANTOM RIDER
Qtv

i

Size

I

3001 REDHILL AVE.
Description

sinioi

COSTA MESA. CA 92626
i Price ea.

Total

I enclose:
Add shipping charges
! Mo Order 1 Cert Check 'DPers. Check (allow 3 wks. to clear)
125% deposit - will pay balance plus freight C O D
"""Lr“ , d
Charge to ;Visa/BankAm
1 M/Charge 3 Am Express
7 Please send me your FREE catalog
TOTAL
Account he-____________________________________________________

Exp dale______________

BAe year make, model-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cdy/SaterZiO .
|

Year phone no (day lime) (

call TOLL-FREE 1-800-854-3110
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MOTO GUZZI SP Continued from page 217
be a long-legged spider to reach around
the left cylinder and exhaust pipe for the
stand while astride the bike. There is no
convenient tab to pry the stand down
with, and you can accidentally knock the
bike into gear while struggling with the
stand, because it’s close to the shift lever.
Fortunately, it's spring-loaded, so you
can't ride away with it down. But you also
have to hold it in place until the bike is
leaned far over to the left and rests on the
stand. It’s an uncomfortable maneuver for
the rider. Consequently, it’s easier to dis
mount and then use the sidestand.
The centerstand is, as Guzzi claims, an

"easy-up” proposition, and despite the
fact that it has a narrow stance, does a
good job of holding the bike upright.
We had few problems with the SP dur
ing its test. It started easily, hot or cold,
and warmed quickly. The gear indexing
difficulty may have been peculiar to our
test bike; in any case a corrective adjust
ment could be made. The steady march of
time, use and accumulating mileage
could well hone a couple of slightly mis
matched parts together and produce
flawless shifting. The fork seals wept
slightly, but never actually dripped.
Moto Guzzi is attempting to fill the gap
between their single purpose (and tern-

Rain Gauntlet
(SHAMMY CCNERED FIN6ERS
TO REMOVE MOISTURE"
FROM FACE SHIELD
ribbed knuckles for

ADPEP FLEXIBILITY

LONS' ZlPFEREP
/
GAUNTLET
tricot foam lining

44ANDY STORAGE RXOfi IN CUFF,
CONTAINING NYLON RAIN COVER

All Esprit gloves are covered by a limited warranty,
Ask your motorcycle dealer for Esprit gloves.
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porarily out-of-production) Le Mans
super-sports motorcycle and the G5
tourer. We think the 1000 SP bridges this
space nicely. It’s neither an ultimate
tourer nor an ultimate road rocket. It won’t
bear you in armchair comfort across the
country or light up the rear tire and do
spectacular wheelies. But it is a delight to
ride, and combines the two mediums
pretty well while retaining few weak
nesses of either. The SP handily fills the
"sport tourer” category.
Just as important, the Moto Guzzi
stands on its own as a motorcycle in the
world of Oriental Expresses. This Italian
V-Twin isn’t remarkably cheap or incredi
bly quiet. Nor will it make anyone's "Best
Buy" list—if by that one means the most
road performance for the least amount of
money. On the other hand, the 1000 SP
isn’t a motorcycle for crackpot extremists
who enjoy the bizarre, exotic and absurd.
It is distinctive, mechanically simple, inno
vative in many details, and reasonably
comfortable for average-sized riders. Rid
den briskly, the bike handles with a pre
dictable stability that many riders will find
friendly and reassuring. Today’s Moto
Guzzi is grown up in that it does not suffer
those quirks (from gas-tank-embedded
flies to mystery electrics to open carbure
tors) which so endeared traditional Italian
motorcycles to their partisans and infuri
ated their detractors. And in that way the
traditional Guzzi has become a contem
porary motorcycle. Japanese Modern the
1000 SP isn’t. Many will lament that. But it
isn’t Japanese Common either.
®

The Duct Tsji«_Continued from page 20
rotate completely around your waist?
Have you ever ridden two miles dragging
your brakes to dry them, then hit another
deep water crossing? Have you ever got a
Velcro collar tab caught in your beard?
Have you ever tried to describe a good
ride in mixed company?
Have you ever tasted anything better
than a cold glass of water? Have you ever
drop-kicked a cold meat ball sandwich?
Have you ever tried to make up time on a
gravel road and overshot a turn by 220
yards? Have you ever got in your van after
a hundred-mile event and tried to drop
your leg on the next left turn? Have you
ever ridden on the same number with
three other guys, and you all had the
same first name? Have you ever re-run an
entire eighty-mile event in your sleep?
Have you ever needed help getting your
wallet out of your pocket? Have you ever
had to lean out the side to avoid the mud
flying from your front tire? Have you ever
wondered if all the have-you-evers really
happen?
—Ed Hertfelder

Halleluja! Hertfelder has finally organized
his Duct Tapes columns in one easy-tofind place. For a measly $2.00, he'll send
you, post-paid, all Duct Tapes columns
published in 1977 and 1978. Write to Ed at
(or in) Box 1131, Haddon field, New Jersey
08033. Have you ever had a chance to
invest $2.00 wisely—and blown it? cycle

Continued from page 212
seat does not develop a pocket which
sinks the rider into only one saddle
position that in turn dictates a single
riding position. The rider can move
slightly forward or backward in the sad
dle, thus giving his arms and legs alter
native positions. This capability can add
tireless miles to any long riding day.
The G5 rider looks out on an instru
ment panel that’s dominated by a huge
speedometer framed by a light-orches
tra of warning lamps. The tachometer is
relegated to a low-lying position in the
instrument/light/switch pod and its
drive cable actually goes through the
hollow steering stem.
The G5's oblong instrument lights are
just as hard to see as the SP’s, and the
dashboard has a couple of additions.
First, there’s an accessory on/off switch
that can control auxiliary power to ev
erything from a CB radio to driving
lights. Furthermore, the G5 has a green
warning lamp which flashes when the
sidestand is down. But you're hot likely
to dash off with it down, because there's
a stand-activated kill switch. The "Park"
winker simply tells you why the engine
won’t start!
The sidestand has another interesting
feature. When swung out into its park
position, its pivoting stem settles into a
locking channel when the bike is leaned
over. This locking feature allows the

MOTO GUZZI G5

AIR FIIXER
TALK W
Q. What is the function of an Air Filter?
A. Basically, the primary function of an air
filter is to remove engine damaging dust and
dirt from the air before they can destroy your
engine's valves, cylinder walls and bearings.
Q. Can an Air Filter actually help the perfor
mance of my engine?

rider to park the G5 facing slightly down
hill. Without the lock-down, the motorcy
cle might roll forward and off its stand.
When the rider pulls the bike off the side
stand, the spring-loaded pivoting stem
returns to its swing-axis, permitting the
stand to be retracted. Neat.
Should the G5 ever belly-flop, it will
roll over on its front and rear safety bars.
To a certain extent the front loop—which
forms mounting points for the diveplanes—protects the protruding cylin
ders. Without this protection a falling Vtwin Guzzi may scuff up its rocker-box
covers, ruin its spark plugs and caps
and break cylinder fins. The rear safety
bars shield the injection-molded sad
dlebags. While there's no crash-protec
tion here, the bars do prevent the bags
from being nicked, scratched or other
wise damaged when maneuvering the
bike through tight doorways, etc. And
they provide convenient handholds for
pulling the bike onto its centerstand.
The bags themselves open diagonally
out from the top. Internally, they're 11
inches deep, 6.5 inches wide and 15.5
inches long. The lids have rubber
weather-proofing seals; but unfortu
nately water can still work its way inside.
The permanently-affixed bags have
skimpy roll-over clasps which pivot on
their inside edges. They're clever
latches but not necessarily applicable to
motorcycle bags. If left unlocked (and

the ignition-key locks are light-duty),
sometimes the bag lids fly open allowing
anything loose inside to escape. The
saddlebags make it impossible to use
the SP type of upswept mufflers, so the
G5 has straight-back silencers.
Although Moto Guzzi continues to re
fine its pushrod V-twin, often these re
finements are limited by locked-in
design features. For example, the air
filter housing is a shoe-horn fit. The
chamber lies inside the main frame rails
and above the engine. Obviously, when
the original Moto Guzzi Sport chassis
was designed, no one planned to locate
a filter unit in this area; in fact, it was
years before this frame accepted an air
filter at all.
In many ways, the G5 hits a tougher
marketplace than the SP. The roadsports SP model is very special because
the Japanese don’t build quasi-exotic,
high-style sports roadsters with weather
protection. On the other hand, the G5
meets a lot of shaft-driven competition
in the old touring-bike parking lot. What
the Guzzi G5 offers is reasonably com
pliant suspension (though not the best
in touring), a very comfortable saddle, a
restful riding position, a trick braking
system, a very relaxed-sounding engine
at highway cruising speeds and the ap
parent simplicity of two cylinders. If
that's not enough for your touring plea
sure, start looking elsewhere.
®

see countless oil-saturated hairs extending
in all directions from each strand of the cotton
gauze. And because cotton is a most absorbant, oil-retaining material, it holds and pre
vents the oil and dirt from getting sucked into
the engine. Space remains around these
trapped dirt particles, allowing clean air to
flow freely into the engine. Due to K & N's
special accordion-folded design, which ex
poses a large area for catching and holding
engine damaging dirt particles, it could have
an extremely thick layer of dust and dirt on
the outside of the filter, and still not reduce an
engine's HP significantly below that of a
standard, clean filter.

lower maintenance costs. Also, moisture and
crankcase oil blow-by won't hamper the K &
N's filtering operation.
Q. Sounds pretty good. But doesn't a filter

A. Absolutely! You see, an engine's power
output is proportional to the rate at which it
can induce air into the cylinders, and the tor
que output is proportional to the amount
drawn into the cylinders on each induction
stroke. So, if the filter is clogged, or restrictive
by design, it greatly affects the rate and
amount of air entering the combustion
chambers.
Q. Is there a filter that gives both maximum

airflow and protective filtration?
A. You bet! K & N Gauze Filters. K & N's have
a special filtering element made up of multi
layers of high-quality surgical cotton gauze,
sandwiched between 2 layers of special wire
mesh with bonded, pliable plastisol rubber
like ends (Like foam, K & N's must be treated
with oil before use.) If you looked through a
microscope at a K & N Filter element, you'd
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like that cost quite a bit and won't I have to
change it often, like others?
A. K & N Filters do cost slightly more than
others, but they're built to last (under normal
street use) many thousands of miles, prac-

tically without any attention!
Q. OK, I'm sold. Now, where can IgetaK&N
Air Filter for my motorcycle ?
A. K & N Air Filters are sold by most leading
automotive and motorcycle accessory deal
ers nationwide. But, if you can't find a local K
& N dealer, write or call K & N. Dr send $2.00
to K & N Engineering for your K & N Air Filter
Catalogue. (Please specify "Motorcycle
Catalogue," or "Automotive Catalogue.") It
shows complete specifications, part num
bers and prices for K & N Air Filters and Ac
cessories for your car, truck, motorcycle or
off-road vehicle.

This may be hard to believe, but it's been
proven time and time again by off-road win
ners and air-flow bench tests.
Q. Specifically, how does my engine benefit

from all this?
A. There’s a long list of benefits, but the most
important are increased fuel economy, more
horsepower and greater spark plug and en
gine life; plus smoother engine operation and

K & N Engineering Inc., Dept 10, P.O. Box 1329, 561 Iowa Avenue. Riverside, California 92502. (714) 682-8813.
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